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Abstract. For those prime numbers p, for whic!r all prime factors of p - 1 are small, the two 
problems of finding a primitive element mG?dulo p and of factoring univariate polynomials over 
finite fields of characteristic p are (deterministically) polynomial-time equivalent. Assuming the 
Extended Riemann Hypothesis, they can be solved in polynomial time. 
1. Introduction 
The problem of factoring polynomials has seen astonishing progress since 1981, 
culminating in probabilistic polynomial-time algorithms for factoring multivariate 
polynomials given by straight-line programs [23]. Within the framework of poly- 
n\?mial time, the major remaining theoretical challenge is to remove probabilistic 
choke from the algorithms. We address this challenge in the most basic case, that 
of factoring univariate polynomials over finite fields. 
A unjvariate polynomial of degree d over a finite field with q elements can be 
factored \Ieterministically in ( dq)“(l) bit operations, and probabilistically (Las Vegas) 
in (d log q)O(l) bit operations ([7,8]; later papers on the subject include [6, 10, 11, 
291). Note that the input size is about d log q, in a standard encoding. For practical 
purposes, probabilistic algorithms are quite satisfactory. However, it remains a 
fundamen problem whether there exist deterministic methods using polynomial 
time, i.e., with (d log q) ou) bit operations. The current paper deals with this question, 
and proves that, for primes of a very special form, the factoring problem is determinis- 
tic polynomial-time equivalent to the more classical problem of finding primitive 
elements. 
All factoring algorithms, say for multivariate polynomials over algebraic number 
fields or over finite fields, eventually reduce the proble to our base case of univariate 
po!ynomia!s over a finite field, via a modular te or the modular approac 
to factoring polynomials over s over finite ReE 
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be used [26]. The probabilistic polynomial-time methods for factoring (densely 
represented) multivariate polynomials over finite fields of characteristic p [ 12,lg, 251 
can be made deterministic if and only if the same is true for the univariate case 
over ZP. 
Tke paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 =we will present some results 
concerning deterministic polynomial-time factorization. We will prove that for our 
question only the size of the characteristic p, n t the actual size of the field, is 
relevant. In particular, over finite fields of characteristic 2 (or any fixed p) one can 
factor deterministically in polynomial time. In fact, the general problem is reducible 
to the special case of polynomials which are the product of linear factors over the 
prime field. The factorization pattern-consisting of the degrees and multiplicities 
of the irreducible factors-can be computed in deterministic polynomial time, also 
for large characteristic. 
The subsequent results all deal with the special type of prime numbers p, where 
p - 1 is ‘smooth’, i.e., has only small prime factors. Then the group 2; of units 
modulo p is a product of cyclic q-groups for small primes q. More precisely, we 
define the smoothness S(k) of an integer k to be the largest prime number dividing 
k. Then, starting in Section 3, ‘polynomial time’ will mean a number of bit operations 
that is polynomial in the input size plus S(p - 1). In Section 3, we will give a 
deterministic polynomial time algorithm for the special factorization problem of 
finding qth roots, where q divides p - 1, and a primitive element modulo p is given. 
Then we will consider the two computational problems of finding a primitive 
element modulo p, and of factoring a univariate polynomial over a finite field of 
characteristic p. We will show that these two problems are polynomial-time 
equivalent, via Cook-reductions. In Section 4, we will reduce factoring to primitive 
elements, and in Section 5 present the (easier) reduction in the other direction. In 
the last paragraphs of the paper, we discuss parallel algorithms. Assuming the 
Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH), primitive elements can be found in time 
polynomial in log p + S( p - 1) [3,4,33]. Therefore, also the present factoring prob- 
lem can be solved deterministically in polynomial time, under the ERH. 
In spite of the latter ‘positive’ result, the equivalence in a special case seems to 
indicate that the general deterministic polynomial-time factoring problem may be 
similarly hard as the long-standing open question of finding primitive elements fast. 
The apparent difficulty of the factoring question is also illustrated by the fact that 
even for quadratic polynomials, the best deterministic result to date is &hoofs [32] 
method for finding modular square roots of small integers. Huang [22] shows that 
cyclotomic polynomials can be factored deterministically in polynomial time. Both 
these results assume the ERH. Adleman and Lenstra [2] and Van Zur Gathen [16] 
e problem of finding irreducible polynomials over finite fields in determinis- 
own that polynomials in [x] can be factored in deterministic 
- I = e ’ 2’ wit rimitive element 
enetalizes this result. (It is interesting to note that 
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Moenck considers the (probabilistic) generation of a primitive elemer:.t as an easy 
problem; in fact, we will show here that it is (polynomial-time) equally hard as 
factoring polynomials.) 
It follows from [l] that there exist non-uniform families of polynomial-size 
deterministic Boolean circuits for factoring polynomials over finite fields. Camion 
[lo] provides a specific algorithm of this type, which factors polynomials from 
ZJx] of degree d in (d logp)““’ steps. A description of his algorithm can be 
generated in (log p)O(i) steps by a probabilistic algorithm, but it is not clear how to 
do this deterministically. 
Two ways of generalizing the present result suggest hemselves: 
(1) Does it help in the factorization problem to know the prime factors of p - 1, 
even when they are large? (The known polynomial-time methods for testing whether 
a given integer is primitive modulo p assume knowledge of these prime factors.) 
(2) In the present approach, can one replace properties of p - 1 by properties of 
p + 1, or of other cyclotomic polynomials in p? (Bach and Shallit [5] give such 
generalizations for the harder problem of factoring integers.) 
2. Special factorization problems with deterministic polynomial-time solutions 
In this section, we will collect some results, mainly from the literature, on special 
cases of the factorization problem which have deterministic polynomial-time 
algorithms. 
For the factoring problem, we have as input a prime number p, an irreducible 
manic polynomial w E ZJy] of degree I, and a manic polynomial f~ F[x] of degree 
4 where F = Z,[y]/( w) = GF( p’). Output is a factorization (fi , d,; . . . ; fs, ds) of ff 
with fi , a . . , fs E F[ x] distinct irreducible manic polynomials, d, , . . . , d, 2 1 and 
f=fll l l l _f$. We assume some standard encoding: an integer is given by its binary 
representation, an element of Zp by an integer between 0 and p - 1, an element 
uEF by elements ~~~~~~~ gi-i of Zp SUCK that u =COsi<l~ai mod W, and a poly- 
nomial in F[x] by its coefficient s-quence. Then the input size for the factoring 
probiem is about dl log p. 
We first remark that the factorization can be computed deterministically with cost 
polynomial in p without assuming p - 1 to be smooth. This is based on a modification 
of Berlekamp’s [8] algorithm proposed by Cantor and Zassenhaus [I I]; the latter 
authors are only interested in probabilistic algorithms. In the s ccial case of charac- 
teristic 2, e.g., our algorithm is deterministic and conceptual1 simpler than theirs. 
We consider R = F[ x]/(f) as an Id-dimensional vector space over , with basis 
{xi#mod(w,f):O~i<40~jCIj_ 1 c R and residue class mapping g + g from F[x] 
to IR V!p - rv*l-puli-l 01 r”C9?‘.Yifp  Z !_, gX9 , o * 9 gs ,_ _ 
form a basis of the 
= F[r! of degree less than ci such that El 9 l l . , Es 
B={uE R: u*=u)c_ R, 
erlekamp subalgebra’ of e following is well- 
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Fact 2.1. (i) s is the number of distinct irreducible 
(ii) f irreducible e s = 1. 
(iii) IfP=(P1,...,&):R+‘Rlx-~~Rs is 
manic factors off 
the Wedderburn decomposition of 
/ 
R and Rk = F[x]l(fi), then 2’ is contained in Rk in a natural way, and 
p(Bj=Zpx~--~Zp. 
(iv) Ifg E F[x] satisfies &(g) = 0 and p&j) f 0 for some k, 1~ s, then gcd(f, g) 
is a nontrivial factor off We call such a g a ‘factoring polynomial for $ l 
(v) Zp E B s R is mapped via /3 to the diagonal of 2’ x 9 9 9 x ZP. rfg E B/Z,, then 
there exists a u E Zp such that g + u is a factoring polynomial for f: 
For proofs, see [9] for (i), [7] (for F = ZP), [ll, 141. 
If we are given g E F[x] with g E B\Z” and compute the p polynomials gcd(f, g + 
u) for u E ZP, then Fact 2.1(v) guarantees that we find a factor off: For a compiete 
factorization, we can assume that f is manic and square-free, and build up finer 
and finer factorizations S c F[x]\ F consisting of manic polynomials with nhES =f: 
Initially, S = {f }. For i = 1, . . . , s and (Y E F, we compute, for each h E S, gi - a mad h 
and u=gcd(h,gi-ar), and replace S by (S\(h))v(hlu, u) if u# 1, h. The final S 
contains precisely the irreducible factors of J: 
Let M(d) be such that polynomials of degree at most d over a finite field of 
characteristic p can be multiplied with 0( M( d )) operations in the field and similarly 
d cLI for multiplication of d x d-matrices. 
eorem 2.2. Polynomials of degree d over GF( p’) can be factored deterministically 
with O((d!)‘V(l logp+p log d) = dM(d)M(l)) operations in Zp. 
With M(d) = 0( d log d log log d) 1301 and o c 2.4 [13a] the resulting estimate 
0( p(d1)“) improves the results in the literature. The case of characteristic 2 is 
particularly important, e.g., in algebraic coding theory. Camion [lo] proves existence 
of a polynomial-time factoring procedure, without exhibiting one. The specific 
algorithm indicated above works in polynomial time. 
A Polynomials of degree d over GP(2’) can be factored deterministically 
with 0(( dl)“) operations in 
As observed in [8], it is sufficient to find a factor of res(f, g + t) E Z,,[ t] in order 
factor f, using Fact 2.: (v j, where g E B\ The resultant has coefficients from 
since 
for 
can 
res(f, g+ u) = 0 @ deg(gcd(cf; g+ u)) s- 1 
kQ&(g+u)=O=+ k u = -&(g) E Z’ 
raic closure of F. ince the square-free art of polynomials 
lynomial time, these observations yield the following result. 
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Factoring univariate polynomials over Jinite fields of characteristic p i:, 
polynomial-time reducible to factoring univariate square-free polynomials with only 
linear factors over ZP . 
If a manic polynomial f E F[x] has a factorization f =f$ l l l j’$ with fi , . . . , fs E 
F[x] pairwise distinct manic irreducible, and dl, . . . , d, 2 1, then we call 
(degfi, d,; l l l ; degf,, d,) a factorization pattern off: The well-known techniques 
of computing the square-free decomposition and the ‘distinct-degree factorization’ 
[24, Section 4.6.2) yield the following result, which also follows from [20]. 
Theorem 2.5. T;he factorization pattern of univariate polynomials over fk!te fields can 
be computed deterministically in polynomial time. 
So Primes p with p - 1 smooth 
Throughout the paper, n denotes an input size parameter. Given a 
one can check in polynomial time whether p - 1 has only prime factors 6 n, and in 
the affirmative case, compute the prime factorization of p - 1. 
We consider the following two computational problems. 
PRIMITIVE” : Input is a prime number p < 2” with S(p - 1) s n. (Recall that 
S(p-l)=max{p* ,..., pr} if p1 ,... , pr are the prime factors of p - 1.) Butput is 
some a E N suck that 2 s a <p, and a mod p is a primitive element modulo p. 
Note that the output is not uniquely determined. Formally, PRIMITIVEn is the set 
of all Boolean functions g such that g(binary representation of p) is the binary 
representation of a primitive element modulo p if S( p - 1) s n. An algorithm com- 
putes it if it computes one of these functions. It can artificially be made unique by 
stipulating, e.g., that the output be the smallest positive primitive element. 
FACTOR, (Factoring polynomials of degree less than n over fields with at :nost 2n2 
elements): Inputs are p, w, f as in Section 2 with p < 2” and 1, d c n, and furthermore 
S( p - 1) s n. Output is a factorization (fi, d,; . . . ;fs, d! ) of J 
Again, the output is not uniquely determined; we c;;n permute the ( fk, dJs. It 
can be made unique by stipulating some lexicographic order on the integers rep- 
resenting the output. 
In a standard encoding the input and output size for PRIMITIVEn is at sost n, 
and for FACTOR, at most n3. 
For the remainder of the paper we fix the above notation. articular, ‘polynomial 
time’ always means a number of bit operations that is olynomial in n, a 
inputs are as above. 
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In this section, we note two consequences of having a primitive le;ment a mod p: 
an efficiently computable decomposition a) of Zp”, and extracting pith roots, where 
pi is a prime divisor of p - 1. This immediately generalizes tc> qth roots for any 
divisor q of p - 1. 
ma3.1. Letp-l=pp=* l p> be the prime factorization of p - 1 so that S( p - 1) = 
max{p,,..-, p,), and let a be a primitive element module p. 
(1) There exists exactly one isomorphism 
a= ( a19 ...,cr,):z,“~z,;,x~g~xz,:. 
with cy(a)=(l,...,l). For any bEZpX, o(b) can be computed with 
0(log3+“( p) l S( p - 1)) bit operations, for any E > 0. 
(2) For any b E 2; and 1 < i S r, the following are equivalent: 
(i) b has a pi-th root, 
(ii) ai( b) E 0 mod pi, 
(iii) brP-l)lPi = 1. 
conditions are satisfied, then the pi distinct roots can be found at the same cost If the , 
as in (1). 
Proof. (1): Given b&E,” and lsisr, wedefine 
ai( b) = Uio+ Uilpi + l l l + U+i-#>-l mod p> 
with 0 s Us, c pj inductively for t = 0, . . . ) ei - 1 by 
( . a-(Uio+“‘+UilPI))(P-l)/PI+’ = 1 . 
Given t9i0, . . . , uir-l, we find by exhaustive search the unique Uit with 0~ Ui, <pi 
satisfying this relation. This provides a computation for ar ; cy (a) = (1, . . . , 1) and 
uniqueness of ar are clear. Each ari( b) can be calculated in 0( egi log p) arithmetic 
operations modulo p, and one such operation in O(log plog log p log log log p) bit 
rations 1311, which we have abbreviated toO(log’+“( p)). For the final estimate, 
use that Cleidr egi s log p l S( p - 1). 
(2): Let b = ak with 0~ ksp-2. Then 
b has a pith root c~4 SE 
@ pi divides k w ai( b) s 0 mod pi 
e (p-I)/pi* k=Omodp-1 a b(p-‘)‘pi=l. 
Since b # 0, the polynomial xpi - [x] is separable, and has pi distinct roots. 
To compute the roots cc, e 5 _ , cpi-l, find cu( b) and 
c, = a-l a(b) -+(0,. . D ,o, upp-‘Ilo, *. D J 0) 
Pi > 
ponent vj of CU( b)/pi satisfies pivj = aj( b). For 
=, = w&p-l)/pP r 1) . 0 
1sirr 
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3.2. It would be interesting to replace the exhaustive search for tii, by a 
calculation polynomial in log p. Finding pith routs deterministically in polynomial 
time would be a step toi vards reR!acing the condition ‘D - 1 has small prime factors’ 
by ‘the factorization of p - 1 is known’; one would still have to deal with Step 6 oi’ 
the algorithm in Section 4. However, even the special factorization problem of 
root-finding is not easy; Schoof [32] has a deterministic polynomial-time algorithm 
for finding modular square roots of small integers, assuming the ERH. 
4. Reducing factoring to primitive elements 
In this section, the technical core of the paper, we present a deterministic 
polynomial-time r duction of factoring to the problem of finding primitive lements, 
for our special type of prime. The main result is the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. On input f E GF( p’)[x] of degree d and a primitive element modulo p, 
the algorithm to be described below can be executed with 
O([(dl)“= l ((dZ)2.4+log2 p)+ S(p - 1) l (log2 p+ I’+” logp+(dZ)“+“)] . log’+“p) 
bit operations for any E > 0, or 0( n”) bit operations, where S( p - 1) is the largest 
prime factor of p - 1, and n = max{ d, 1, log p, S( p - 1)). Iff is reducible, the algorithm 
returns a nontrivial factor off 
Note that the input size is about dl log plr, or n3. 
FACTOR is polynomial-time ( Cook-) reducible to PRIMITIVE. 
in FACTOR,, for 
Here FACTOR denotes the infinite family obtained 
n E N; similarly for PRIMITIVE. 
bY combining all the functions 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. To prove the theorem, we use the notation of Sections 2and 
3, and start with the two isomorphisms 
a= ( R, l xz,:,, 
/3=(P1,...,ps):B+ 
i%(g) = g mW% 
Together they provide a matrix decomposition of the multiplicative group 
wit 
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By writing an element U E zp7 in pi-adic notation 
u E uO+ utpi + l l 9 + u,_lpfi-’ mod ~7, OS Ui, <pi, 
we obtain a further decomposition 
S=(Sikr)*Sisr:BX+ n {O,.=*,pi-1) 
IGk6S l<iGr 
Ortcq lSk<S 
0s rcei 
of the set B” (8 is not a group homomorphism). Our goal is to find a factoring 
polynomial h, for J: We start with an arbitrary polynomial g such that g E B"\Z,, 
and compute hl , h2, h3 having more and more entries in the S-array equal to zero: 
Sik,( h,) is nonzero for only one value of i, Sik,( h2) is nonzero for only one value Of 
i and t=ei- 1, and h3 has these properties, and also S+( h3) = 0 and S+( h3) # 0 
for some k, 1~ S. Finally, h4 = h3 - 1. The algorithm is described formally at the end 
of this section. 
We can assume s 2 2 and g E F[x] with g E B\Z,. Furthermore we can assume 
that g E B" is a unit since otherwise gcd(f, g) is a nontrivial factor of $ There exist 
S 2 s s such that &(g) # &(g j, and also some i s r such that 
yik(g) # yil(g). 
We write qi = (p - 1)/p> and, for any] ’ s r, consider the vector yj*(g’i) E (Z,,~)“. Then, 
i#j * yjt(g")=O, (1) 
ri*( 8) nonconstant G3 n*( 8”) nonconstant. (2) 
Thus we compute gqi for i = 1, . . . , r and hl E F[x] of degree less than d SUC!I that 
& = gqi for some i with 84 E‘ ZP. We choose such an i, which exists by the above 
reasoning. 
Now we consider 
?ik(&) E c &kr( kl)p: mod p?. 
OGtrtei 
we know that the vectors (a&0( El), . . . , Sikei -I( 61)) are not identical for all k s S. 
We consider the ‘lower common part’ ( uo, . . . , u,_,) of these vectors, defined by 
OsU,<pi and 
In order 
Thus, rP8 
Vksstlt<m Si&,(E~)=U~~ 
3k, 1s s si&m(El) # 6i,,(Kl)a 
&o compute this m, note that 
E;:i-” = d(0,. . . ,0, p>-” 8 (uo+. . . + u,-,py-‘) mod p?, 0,. . . ,0) E 
@;' -m-l 
-P=,-' equals the iargest number t such that hl i E en OSmCei, and . . 
6 = jp-“’ E as a pith root, say c E 
(Yi(C)~p~-m-l*(uo-b*.*+tr,_,p~-*+~p~)modpfi forsomeue 
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and 
Qj(C)=O forj# i, bv (1). 
Compute hz E F[x] of degree less than d such that 
j& = Ef:i-m-*C-l E B, 
Then 
yj*(kz) = 0 forj # i, by (1) and (3), 
tlk ~ s nk(h’,, =pFWrn-’ l nk(~~) - cui(c) 
(3) 
= e.-m-l 
-Pi' C 6,t(El)p: -p~-m--l ’ C U,Pf + Up: 
OStCei OStcm > 
c (S,m(El) - U)pF-’ mod p:. 
In particular, there exist S I< s such that nk( &) # x,( 62). Choose some such k, I, 
and let 0~ t) <pi be such that 
where qi :: 
Vqi s -9ikm(Kl) +u mod pi, 
= (p - 1)/p:. Now we set h3 = #(p-‘)%rz~ F[x]. Then, 
r,*(h;)=O forjf i, by (4), 
Yikt~3)=(4p-l)lpi) ’ %(a)+;;;(&) 
c Vqip~-‘+ (S,m(&i) - U)Ppi-’ E 0 mod P:, 
yil( 63) E Vqipfi-’ + (Si,m( El) - U )a?-’ + 0 mod PT. 
Therefore, Cyi(Pk( &)) = 0 for all j, and ai(pl( &)) # 0. Thus, &( 6’) = 1 and pI( &) # 1, 
and h4 = h3 - 1 is a factoring polynomial. 
In the above discussion we have not distinguished between what we can do 
computationall;l (‘choose i s r’) and not (‘choose k, 2 =ZG s’). The following algorithm 
results from the discussion. We assume that we have a basis & = 1,. . . , & of B, as 
at the beginning of the section, and a primitive element a modulo p. 
Step 1: If s = 1, return 7 is irreducible’ and stop. Else set g = g, . If gcd(f, g) 7t 1, 
return this nontrivial factor off and stop. 
Step 2: For 1 s j G r, compute wj E F[x] of degree less than d such that 
twj E gq modJ 
with e=(p - l)/&?~ Let i be the first value of j such that w# , and set hl= wi- 
Step 3: For tzO,...,ei - 1, compute yt E F[x] of degree less than B such that 
yt z hpfi-’ mod_f: 
Set 
m=max(t:y,E 
Step 4: Compute CE p” such that Pi = yma 
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Step 5: Compute h2 E F[x] of degree less than d such that 
hzS h;~iwm-IC-l modJ 
Step 6: For 0~ v <pi compute 
2& = a u(P-l)/?i h2 _ 1 E F[X]_ 
Return gcd(f; z,) if it is nontrivial, and stop. 
Correctness of the algorithm has been proved above. The dominating computing 
times are as follows. 
Step 0 (Computing g, , . . . , gs): 0( ( dl)2*4 + dl 1 ogp) operations in R, using fast 
matrix arithmetic [13a]; 
Steps 2,3,5: 0(log2 p) operations in BP; 
Step 4: O(iog’ p l S( p - 1)) operations in ZP; 
Step 6: O(S(p - l)(log p+ dl+‘)) operations in F, for any E > 0. 
With fast integer and polynomial arithmetic, the time estimate of Theorem 4.1 
follows. cl 
uction of primitive elements to factoring 
As usual, let p be a prime number, p - 1 = pfl l l l p?, and a E 2;. The following 
are equivalent: 
a is a primitive element modulo p, (5) 
2,X ={a’: 0s isp-2}, 
vi < r a(P-‘)/J’i # 1, 
(6) 
(7) 
Wi s r a has no pith root in 2;. (8) 
Ifb I,**-, 0 p” are such that bf’p = 1 and bp:‘-’ # 1, then a = bl l l l b, is a primitive 
element modulo p. TO check (7), let 1 s is r. Then ci = b$‘-’ has order pi, and thus 
C: # 1, where qi = (p - 1)/p:. Hence, 
. FACTOR and PRIMITIVE are polynomicl-time equivalent. 
y Corollary 4.2, it is su cient to reduce PRIMITIVE to FACTOR. Let n be an 
meter, p<2” a prime, p-l=p+ep’; with p*,...,p+n, and 
9 it is sufIicient to fin p” such that by:’ = I and bfT’-’ # 1. 
fOrj=O,...,ei as OWS. ‘Vfe set Eio= 1 and, for ja 1, we 
~‘8 - bij_l= . (x-cCijkj 
OGk<Pi 
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with ciik E p”, and set b, = cijo. (If j = 1, choose bil # 1.) en b# = 1 for all j, and 
b ii_1 has a pith root by Corollary 2.3. Y&US xpi - bi,j_l is indeed the product of linear 
polynomials, as claimed above. Also b$-’ # 1 for j a 1, and bi = bi,ei is sufficient. D 
5.2. It is not known whether there are infinitely many primes for which 
Theorem 5.1 is of interest, i.e., whether for infinitely many n there exist prime 
numbers p near 2”, say 2”12 <p c 2”, with all prime factors of p - 1 at most n. 
Trivially, all primes p G n have the latter property. The number of ‘smooth’ integers 
k c 2”, i.e., with only small prime factors (but not k + 1 necessarily prime), is 
well-studied, see, e.g., [ 21,283. 
If we assume the ERH, then we obtain polynomial-time algorithms for both our 
problems. Wang [33] shows that, under the ERH, there exists a primitive element 
a modulo p with a = O((log p)“), for any prime p. If p - 1 is smooth, primitivity 
can be tested fast, and we can find a primitive element in deterministic polynomial 
time. One can also use Ankeny’s [3] theorem saying that, under the ERH, for every 
i G r, there exists some small Ci E IV such that ,Ci F 0 mod p and ~\~-‘)‘~i + 1, namely 
Ci = O(log* p). (See [4] for a quantitative version of this theorem.) By exhaustive 
search, we find such a Ci, and set bi = cpi. Then 
&‘:i = +‘-’ = 1 
9 
by;‘-’ = c (P-l)/Pi # 1, 
i 
anda=b,-.. b, is a primitive element modulo p. 
. Under the ERH, FACTOR and PRIMITIVE are in P. 
Recall that the running time of this algorithm for factoring a polynomial of degree 
c% over GF( p’) is polynomial in n = max{d, I, log p, pl, . . . , pr j, where pl, . . . , pr are 
the prime factors of p - 1. 
We want to discuss the question of fast parallel deterministic algorithms 
or for finding primitive elements. For us, ‘fast parallel algorithm’ means 
(log-space uniform families of) Boolean circuits of depth (log n)O(*) and size no(l), 
for input size n. See [ 13,171 for general discussions of parallel oolean and arithmetic 
computations. 
Given a prime number p < 2”, one can test whether all prime factors of p - 1 are 
at most n, and, in the affirmative case, compute a factorization p - 1 = ~51 l * l 92 
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